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Abstract
In this paper, we present an off-line cursive word
handwriting recognition methodology. This is based on
an additive fusion resulted after a novel combination of
two different modes of word image normalization and
robust hybrid feature extraction. We employ two types
of features in a hybrid fashion. The first one, divides
the word image into a set of zones and calculates the
density of the character pixels in each zone. In the
second type of features, we calculate the area that is
formed from the projections of the upper and lower
profile of the word. The performance of the proposed
methodology is demonstrated after testing with the
reference IAM cursive handwriting database.

1. Introduction
Off-line cursive handwriting recognition has
achieved a great attention for many years due to its
important contribution in the digital libraries evolution.
In the literature, two general approaches can be
identified: the segmentation approach and the global or
segmentation-free approach. The segmentation
approach requires that each word has to be segmented
into characters while the global approach entails the
recognition of the whole word. In the segmentation
approach, the crucial step is to split a scanned bitmap
image of a document into individual characters [4].
A segmentation-free approach is followed in
[1][3][5][8][9][10][11][15] where line and word
segmentation is used for creating an index based on
word matching. In [11], a discussion on different
approaches to word matching is given. In [1], Ulam’s
distance is used for image matching by identifying the
smallest number of mutations between two strings. In
[3], a two-dimensional image is converted into a onedimensional string. The method describes how to
extract information from the strings and compute the
distance between them resulting in similar matches. In
the segmentation-free approach of [15], word matching
is based on the vertical bar patterns. Each word is
represented as a series of vertical bars that is used for

the matching process. Word image matching is also
applied in [9] using the weighted Hausdorff distance.
Before applying the matching process using the
Hausdorff distance a normalization scheme is used for
each word. Word matching is also performed in [8]
where global and local features based on profile
signatures and morphological cavities are used for each
word characterization.
In this work, we present an off-line handwriting
word recognition system that is based on an additive
fusion resulted after a novel combination of two
different modes of word image normalization and
robust hybrid feature extraction. The remaining of the
paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, a word
image normalization step is detailed while in Section 3
a novel robust hybrid feature extraction is presented.
Experimental results are discussed in Section 4 and,
finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Word Image Normalization
At the word image normalization step we first
remove the skew and then resize the word in order to
fit in a rectangular box while preserving its aspect
ratio. The exact positioning of the word in the
rectangular box can be achieved by (i) using as a
reference point the geometric center of the word image
or by (ii) placing the baseline of the word in the center
of the rectangular box. Both word skew and baseline
detection is accomplished using the following
methodology based on horizontal projections:
Let im(x,y) be the word image array having 1s for
foreground and 0s for background pixels, xmax and ymax
be the width and the height of the word image. We first
calculate the left and the right horizontal word
projections LP and RP (see Figure 1) as follows:
x max
2

LP ( y ) =

∑

x max

im ( x, y ),

x =0

RP( y ) =

∑ im(x, y )
x=

x max
2

(1)

Then, we calculate the global maxima of LP and RP
projections for y=yL and y=yR. At a next step, we
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calculate values yL1 , yL2 and yR1 , yR2 which correspond
to the nearest y values from both sides of yL and yR
having LP(y)< 0.2LP(yL) and RP(y)<0.2RP(yR):
yL1 = y : (LP(y) < 0.2LP(yL ) & y = max(yi )), yi ∈[0, y L ]
yL2 = y : (LP(y) < 0.2LP(yL ) & y = min(yi )), y i ∈[yL , y max ]

yR1 = y : (RP(y) < 0.2RP(yL ) & y = max(yi )), yi ∈[0, y R ]

(2)

yR2 = y : (RP(y) < 0.2RP(yL ) & y = min(yi )), yi ∈ [yR , y max ]

Due to the word skew, the distributions of the left
and the right horizontal word projections LP and RP
exhibit a vertical offset. The word skew is given by the
following formula:
y + y R 2 − y L1 − y L 2
(3)
θ = tan −1 ( R1
)
xmax
As shown in Figure 1b, after word skew correction,
yL1≈ yR1 and yL2≈ yR2 and therefore the baseline is
accurately detected in the yL1 - yL2 limits.

3. Hybrid feature scheme
For the word matching, feature extraction from the
word images is required. Several features and methods
have been proposed based on strokes, contour analysis,
zones, projections etc. [1][2][3][13]. In our approach,
we employ two types of features in a hybrid fashion.
The first one, which is based on [2], divides the word
image into a set of zones and calculates the density of
the character pixels in each zone. The second type of
features is based on the work in [13], where we
calculate the area that is formed from the projections of
the upper and lower profile of the word.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Feature extraction of a word image
based on zones. (a) The normalized word
image; (b) Features based on zones. Darker
squares indicate higher density of character
pixels.
In the case of features based on zones, the image is
divided into horizontal and vertical zones. In each
zone, we calculate the density of the character pixels
(see Figure 2). Let ZH and ZV be the total number of
zones formed in both horizontal and vertical direction.
Then, features based on zones f z(i), i=0… ZH ZV -1 are
calculated as follows:

(a)

f z (i ) =

xe ( i )

ye ( i )

∑ ∑ im( x, y)

(4)

x = xs ( i ) y = y s ( i )

where,
 i
xs (i ) = (i − 
 ZH

 i

xmax
, xe (i ) = (i − 
 ZH )
Z
H
 ZH


 i  ymax

, ye (i ) = ( i
ys (i) = 

Z
Z
 H V
 ZH

(b)
Figure 1. Skew correction of the word images.
(a) The original word image and the left/right
horizontal word projections; (b) The word
image with corrected skew and the horizontal
projections that help to accurately define the
word baseline.


xmax
 Z H + 1)
ZH



ymax
 + 1)
ZV


In the case of features based on word (upper/lower)
profile projections, the word image is divided into two
sections separated by the horizontal line y = yt which
passes through the center of mass of the word image
(xt, yt) (see Eq. 5).
yt =
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∑ x ∑ y im( x , y ) ⋅ y
∑ x ∑ y im( x, y )

(5)

The overall calculation of the proposed hybrid
feature vector is given in Eq. 10. The corresponding
feature vector length equals to ZHZV+2PV.
(a)

xe (i ) ye (i )
 z
i = 0...ZH ZV −1
 f (i) = ∑ ∑ im( x, y),
x= xs (i ) y = ys (i )

xe (i −ZH ZV )

f (i) =  f pup _ ar (i) = ∑ yup ( x), i = ZH ZV ...ZH ZV + PV −1
(10)
x = xs (i− ZH ZV )

xe (i− ZH ZV + PV )

 f plo _ ar (i) =
∑ ylo (x), i = ZH ZV + PV ...ZH ZV + 2PV −1

x= xs (i − ZH ZV + PV )

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Feature extraction of a word image
based on word profile projections. (a) The
normalized word image; (b) Upper and lower
word profiles; (c) The extracted features.
Darker squares indicate higher density of zone
pixels.
Upper/lower word profiles (Eq. 6,7) are computed
by considering, for each image column, the distance
between the horizontal line y=yt and the closest
character pixel to the upper/lower boundary of the
word image (see Figure 3):
yup ( x) = yt − y0 ,

im(x, y) = 0
 yt , if
where y0 = 
y=0

 y : (im(x, y) = 1 & y = min(yi )), yi ∈ [0, y t ], else
ylo ( x) = y0 − yt ,
yt

∑

y max

 yt , if
im(x, y) = 0
where y0 = 
y = yt

 y : (im(x, y) = 1 & y = max(yi )), yi ∈ [y t , y max ], else

∑

(6)

(7)

Let PV be the total number of blocks formed in each
produced zone (upper, lower). For each block, we
calculate the area of the upper/lower word profiles
denoted as in the following:
f

p

up _ ar (i )

=

xe ( i )

∑y

up ( x )

(8)

x = x s (i )

f

p

lo _ ar (i )

=

xe ( i )

∑y

lo ( x)

(9)

y = xs (i )

where,

 i 
x
 
xs (i ) = (i −   PV ) max , xe (i) = (i −  i  PV + 1) xmax
P
P
PV
V
 V
 PV 
and i=0 .. PV-1. Figure 3 illustrates the features
extracted from a word image using projections of word
profiles.

4. Experimental Results
For our experiments, we have used the IAM
handwriting database v3.0 [7] that is publicly available
and has been used by several research groups
meanwhile [12]. The original database consists of
115320 isolated and labeled words. For having a
meaningful experimentation we have used 26970
words which have been correctly segmented as well as
each of them having many instances. We have split the
used dataset into a training set of 23171 words and a
testing set of 3799 words.
As it has already been described in Sections 2, 3 we
have used a normalization step followed by a feature
extraction step. During this, the size of the normalized
word images used is xmax=300 and ymax=30. In the case
of features based on zones, the word image is divided
into three (ZH =3) horizontal and thirty (ZV =30)
vertical zones forming a total of ninety (90) blocks
with size 10x10 (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the total
number of features is ninety (90). In the case of
features based on word (upper/lower) profile
projections we keep the same size of the normalized
image, while the image is divided into thirty (30)
vertical zones ( PV =30 ) (see Fig. 3). Consequently, the
total number of features equals to sixty (60).
Combination of features based on zones and features
based on word profile projections led to the hybrid
feature extraction model (Eq. 10) that uses a total of
one hundred and fifty (150) features. Moreover, we
have tested an additive fusion which resulted after the
combination of two different modes of normalization
(baseline and geometric center adjustment) preceding
the hybrid feature extraction scheme. In this case the
extracted features are doubled (150 + 150).
For the particular classification problem, the
classification step was performed using the wellknown K-NN classification algorithm [14].
Table 1 depicts the (%) recognition rate achieved
after combining different normalization modes as well
as using either single features or the hybrid feature
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extraction scheme. We can draw several conclusions.
First, in all cases the use of the hybrid model
outperforms the use of a single feature either based on
zones or based on projections. Second, the skew
correction stage improves the performance of the
classification system. Finally, the best performance is
achieved in the case of using an additive fusion
resulted after the combination of two different modes
of normalization preceding the hybrid feature
extraction scheme. The corresponding recognition rate
equals to 81,05% and can be considered one of the
highest performances among the state-of-the-art
approaches for offline cursive handwriting word
recognition. Similar efforts that have been tested
against the IAM database have achieved a
classification accuracy up to 80.76% [6].
Table 1: Overall experimental results
NORMALIZATION
Skew
correction

√
√
√
√

Baseline

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Recognition
rate (%)

FEATURES

Geom.
Center

Zones

Projections

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

70,54
63,36
75,60
75,89
67,28
77,39
76,02
67,04
77,84
80,60
81,05

5. Conclusions
This paper proposes an off-line cursive word
handwriting recognition methodology that is based on
an additive fusion resulted after a novel combination of
two different modes of word image normalization and
robust hybrid feature extraction.
After a validation of the proposed approach with the
reference IAM database we have achieved a
performance which one of the highest among the stateof-the-art.
Our future research will focus on exploiting new
features as well as fusion methods to further improve
the current performance.
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